Aimed at the problem that the recognition accuracy of the monocular camera is low, we propose a binocular vision recognition algorithm for action recognition based on HART-Net(Human action recognition networks).Firstly, the left and right views obtained by the binocular camera are matched to obtain the depth map of the human body .Then, the depth information is projected onto the three planes, the projection images of three directions are used to construct MHI (motion history image), and are combined into a new image. Finally, we use HART-Net to train a classifier for action recognition. Experimental results show that the binocular recognition algorithm is 18% more accurate than the monocular recognition algorithm.
Introduction
Since 1980s, the concept of search and rescue robot has been presented. Recognizing human activity is one of the important areas of computer vision research today 1 .Its applications include video surveillance, virtual reality, human-computer interaction and others. In recent years, many human motion recognition research is based on monocular vision. Although the recognition algorithm based on monocular vision has achieved good results, but due to the monocular camera's own limitations, this approach is very sensitive to complex backgrounds, so when the background changes significantly, the accuracy of recognition will decline. In order to improve the detection accuracy of human action recognition algorithm in complex background, people use time-of-flight or structured light technology to obtain the depth map of the object. However, for some applications such active sensors are not suitable. For example, in outdoor setup or in a scenario with multiple autonomous robots whose active sensors would interfere to each other 2 . In order to solve the problem that the human action recognition algorithm is sensitive to the background under the monocular visual and cannot obtain the object depth map based on the structured light or time-of-flight technology in the outdoor environment 3 , we propose an action detection algorithm based on binocular vision. In order to improve the accuracy of motion recognition in binocular vision, a novel convolutional neural networks architecture named HART-Net (human action recognition net) is presented. Firstly, the left and right views obtained by the binocular camera are matched to obtain the depth map of the human body under the camera coordinate system (O-XYZ). Then, the depth information is projected onto the three planes of O-XY, O-YZ and O-ZX respectively in the camera coordinate system 4 . In order to reflect the motion of the timing information, the projection images of three directions are used to construct MHI (motion history image), and then the three MHIs are regarded as the three channels of the image to construct a new image. We finally use CNN to train the classifier for action recognition.
Related Work

Stereo Matching Algorithm in Binocular
Binocular stereo matching algorithm can be divided into: local matching algorithm and global matching algorithm. Local matching algorithm mainly compare the matching point within a certain range of loca characteristics to match. Bigone et al. 5 used the edge information of the image as a matching feature. Global matching algorithm is generally used to scan the line or the overall consideration of the image information to be matched to solve the disparity. Boykov 8 et al. first introduced the graph-cut theory into the stereo matching algorithm. For the first time, Kolmogorov 9 incorporated the solution of the occlusion problem into the construction of the energy function. Confidence propagation was proposed by Sun Jian 10 of Microsoft Research Asia. Ohta 11 proposed an edge-characterized DP algorithm.
Action Recognition Algorithm Based on RGB and RGBD
As the RGB image is different from the RGBD image 16 which can be directly segmented out of the body region using depth information, RGB-based action recognition generally requires the use of segmentation methods to extract the contours of the human body. Ali and Aggarwal 12 define an action boundary by using a feature vector that contains three angles to the main part of the human body. Hanjalic 13 15 used semi-Markov model to achieve the action segmentation. For the RGBD method, the depth of the human body can be obtained by face detection or head and shoulder detection, and then the human body position can be extracted using the depth information. After the outline of the human body is obtained, the MHI 17 is used to reflect the time when the human action takes place and the time to change. The obtained MHI is used as the input picture of the classifier.
Proposed Method
Overall framework
The proposed method mainly include the following four modules:
1. Human body region extraction. After using the camera's internal and external parameters for line alignment between the left and right images, we can get the depth image by seed pixel propagation matching algorithm, as shown in Fig 1. In order to get the location of the human body, we first use the seetaface detection algorithm to detect the face position. Then, the average depth value of the face is computed in the depth map, denoted as D(mm). Finally, [D-300, D+300] is used to extract the contours of the human body.
2. Human body region refinement. As the ground and the human body is connected, the acquired human body region will contain part of the ground information. In order to remove the ground, we use RANSAC algorithm to detect plane in the picture, and then remove it from the body outline image, as shown in Fig2 (a).
3. Get MHI images. After the human body depth map is obtained, the depth map is cropped and cut into 480 * 480. According to the position information of the human face, the human body profile is located at the middle position of the image, and the depth map is projected onto the O-XY, O-YZ, O-ZX three planes, and then the three planes were accumulated to get MHI images, as shown in Fig 2 . In order to meet the different speed of movement of different people, we selected 15,20, 25, 30 images in the same sequence of motion for each action to construct MHI. Finally, the MHI of the three projection planes is merged into one image as an RGB image as shown in Fig  4. 4. Action recognition by HART-Net. By using the MHI image as the input image of the classifier A novel convolutional neural networks architecture named HARTNet (human action recognition net) is presented in the following subsections.
3.2.HART-Net architecture
In order to meet the training needs, we propose our own convolution neural network training framework: HARTNet, as shown in Fig3. This convolutional neural network has four convolutions and two fully-connected layers. The input of the first convolution layer is 64 * 64 * 3, this layer contains 32 convolution kernel, and the convolution kernel size is 7 * 7 * 3. The second layer contains a pooling layer with max pooling. The output of the first convolution layer is the input of the pooling layer. The pooling layer contains 64 convolution kernels. The size of the convolution kernel is 3 * 3 * 32. The third layer and the fourth layer are similar to the first layer and the second layer, and the specific parameters are shown in Fig3. The output of the last fullyconnected layer is fed to a soft-max layer, and the output of the soft-max layer is used as the confidence of the classifier for each class to be categorized.
Notice that, the ReLU non-linearity is applied to the output of every convolutional and fully-connected layer.
3.3.Training process
Our classification task has 8 kinds of action: Drinking, eating, making phone call, reading book, walking, waving, hand clapping, boxing. For each category, there are 1000 MHI images. For these images, we will first of all resize them to 130 * 130.For each resized picture, we randomly cut out 128 × 128 windows on these images as training samples, and then horizontally rotated all the training samples. After these transformations, our training sample is 50 times the original. Although the samples obtained from these transformations are highly dependent, training with these samples still greatly improves the training results. Because our training sample size is relatively large, limited to GPU performance, so in the course of training batch_size is general set to 16.Because the difference between the samples is relatively small, we set base_lr to 0.01 and lr_policy to "inv" where gamma is set to 0.0001 and power is set to 0.75.
Experiment
In order to evaluate the performance of the classifier accurately, we use the self-made set, using crossvalidation to test the classification of the results. The MHI is divided into five parts, one fifth is test set, three fifth is training set, and the remaining one fifth is verification set. The verification set and training set are mainly used to test the classification performance of HART-Net during training. The test set is used to test the performance of a classifier trained on RGB and RGBD samples in a real sample. For comparison, we use the projection of RGBD in the O-XY direction as a contour in the RGB.
Fig5.outline of the human body in RGB image
From the classification result of HART-Net, we can get the corresponding classification confusion matrix. Through the confusion matrix, we can see: For actions of drinking, eating, making phone call and reading book, the classifier performance trained by the RGBD sample is higher than the classifier trained by RGB by about 8%. But for actions of walking, waving, hand clapping and boxing, the classifier performance trained by RGBD is significantly better than the classifier trained by the RGB, because these three-dimensional characteristics of the action are more obvious. For RGBD, classifier training based on RGBD can get more information, so the classification performance will be better. Overall, the classifier performance training by the RGBD classification is higher than the classifier training by RGB classification by about 18%.
Conclusion
In this wok, we propose a human motion detection fork based on binocular vision. In speed, we can easily estimate the location of the human body according to face position or head and shoulder position .However, based on monocular human action recognition algorithm need to use motion information and graph cut algorithm to get the outline of human motion, so compared with monocular vision algorithm our algorithm has certain advantages in speed. In terms of applicability, our algorithm can be used outdoors, while algorithms based on structured light and time of flight can only be used indoors, and there is interference between devices, so our algorithm has the same advantage in the applicability. 
